112	ALL ABOUT THE BABY
This plan for baby's bed is a very good one; but here is
one even simpler for the first weeks or three or four months.
When baby is tiny, it is surprising how diapers can be used for
. everything. It is understood that baby's diapers arc either boiled
or sunned daily, and so are always the cleanest things possible
when ready to be used, whatever the purpose. There are many
possibilities in a pile of fresh, clean, folded diapers. Please don't
plan to iron them, mother, unless you have help or a mangle or
both. For that first little basket bed they can be used even for
sheets.
If you already have reared several babies, or if you don't
want even your first baby to take all your time from your hus-
band and friends, and want an easy way to make up baby's bod,
try this: Buy by the yard enough washable rubberized sheeting
to make about four or six rubber sheets just the size of the
basket, or sufficiently large to protect the little mattress* Bind
the edges, and over one of these sheets place one or two dia-
pers. Then fold another diaper under baby's hips. The extra
diaper is changed as often as necessary. But every night and
every morning, in making baby's bed fresh for the night or the
day, as the case may be, remove the rubberized sheet, and let
it be washed with the diapers in the morning, replacing with a
fresh one. Or if this makes too much in the way of rubber sheets
for daily washing and drying, plan for six or eight smaller rub-
ber squares to put under baby's hips besides the large one cov-
ering the entire mattress. Thus the large rubber sheet will
be well protected, and the little waterproof squares will not
add materially to the task of daily washing. This rubberized
material, which can be bought almost anywhere nowadays, is
very unrubberlike, so there is no need for the heavier quilted
pads, which are more bothersome to wash and especially to dry,
The extra folded diaper always under baby's hips and changed
when damp, keeps the small waterproof square from getting
too damp for service the day or night through. Ordinary oil-
cloth may always be used, but will need to be more carefully
protected because of its cold feel
It will be well to have a piece of rubber cloth a yard square
to place here and there under baby, for example when he has

